University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee  
Campus Space Planning Committee  

*Minutes*  
*Wednesday July 2; 2:00 – 3:00; Engelmann 242/248*

1. **Space Requests**  
   a. CHS NWQB-G [approved – additional expenses to be covered by CHS]  
   b. Program for Sustainable Peacebuilding @ AH [approved for one year]  
   c. NWQB-1  
      i. National Guard (HBSSW) @ NWQB [approved for one year]  
      ii. Center for Water Policy @ NWQB [approved for one year]  
   d. Art History MIT 142 [approved for one year]  
   e. Graduate School MIT 233/235 [approved; correction to Office of Research]  

2. **Minutes Approval**  [None]  

3. **Other Business**  

Present: John Bartelt, Karen Brucks, Mark Harris, Jim Hill; Claude Schuttey, Dennis Stecker, Kristene Surerus; Tim Ehlinger; Sue Stalewski